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Faculty in Marketing

A

BAHRAM ALIDAEE
INTERIM CHAIR OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR MARKETING, PROFESSOR OF PRODUCTION OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
361 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
balidaee@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5464
Jump to index

B

VICTORIA BUSH
DONNA RUTH ROBERTS SCHOLAR AND PROFESSOR
370 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vbush@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7742
Jump to index

C

MELISSA DEMETRIA CINELLI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
MARKETING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cinelli@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

SAM COUSLEY
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
320 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
scousley@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3988
Jump to index

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master’s, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.

http://catalog.olemiss.edu/2018/spring/undergraduate/business/marketing/faculty

http://www.olemissbusiness.com/marketing/
E
DEREK O EZELL
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN MARKETING
MARKETING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
doezell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 844-5622
Jump to index

F
CONG FENG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
241 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cfeng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820
Jump to index

G
DAVID MARIUS GLIGOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dmgligor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820
Jump to index

K
SAIM KASHMIRI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
MARKETING, 253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
skashmir@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1523
Jump to index

N
CHRISTOPHER LOWE NEWMAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
MARKETING, 253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
clnewman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820
Jump to index

O
TIM CECIL OVERTON
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN MARKETING
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD, OFC 339
TUPELO, MS 38804
toverton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6207
Jump to index

R
CESAR REGO
PROFESSOR OF PRODUCTION OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
343 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
crego@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5519
Jump to index
MATTHEW B SHANER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbshaner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

HUGH J SLOAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
234 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsloan@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7414

RACHEL KORFHAGE SMITH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
MARKETING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rsmith6@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

ROBERT NEIL SOUTHERN
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
E F YERBY/ DESOTO CAMPUS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
southern@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

SCOTT J VITELL
HOLDER OF PHIL B HARDIN CHAIR OF MARKETING AND PROFESSOR OF MARKETING AND PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
325 NORTH HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
svitell@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5468

DOUGLAS WILLIAM VORHIES
HOLDER OF THE MORRIS LEWIS LECTURESHIP, PROFESSOR OF MARKETING AND MBA PROGRAM DIRECTOR
320 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dvorhies@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1351

KATHLEEN WACHTER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
347 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kwachter@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5174

ALLYN WHITE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
344 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
awhite2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820